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ABSTRACT 

A test site is required in which all motor yebjsleR can be mpdjfjed 

the incor oration of olarized headlight systems and operated on the 

the most accepta6fe. •• M "4 w: m;wMmiiau;;..,.IJRII£ • •= 
22ft A :aa:wze:::wm:i!#!J!QS!. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

Prior phases of this study have demonstrated the potential of polariza
tion of vehicle headlights for providing adequate illumination of the highway 
and virtual elimination of glare from approaching vehicles. ( 1 • 2) •:< A preliminary 
cost-benefit analysis of the application of a polarized headlight system to all 
vehicles in the U.S. A. has revealed that many pertinent factors relating to 
the determination of the feasibility and desirability of such a course of action 
are only poorly known or understood. {3) 

Particularly lacking at this time are factual information and data 
concerning the costs to the overall vehicular traffic and transportation system 
of inadequate headlights on automotive vehicles. Even such seemingly direct 
and important relationships as the number of accidents caused by glaring 
headlights of oncoming vehicles are recognized in the accident reporting pro
cedures of only a few states. More subtle factors, such as accidents caused 
by overdriving the headlights (oeerating at speeds at which the stoppjpg 
distance is greater than the visibility distance ahead), are universally 
unreco nized in ·i · b an of the states. Additional benefits 
of improved highway visibility and elimination of glare, which cannot e 
adequately evaluated becau of i uffic1ent data, concern the potential 

Nu ous additional factors of more subjective nature whish have 
been observed and show improvement wit but which can 

but is not specifically known" 

in the 

and overall public res onse and acce tance, which have not 

'"Superscript numbers 1n parentheses refer to references listed on page 19. 



The site selected for such a test to have re uisite credibil" 

concerned. There would ,be a short transition eriod durin 
m s1te area would be equifped with the folarized headlight systems, 
but this wgpld be follrnxred by au extepded period when all gperatjgp § wgpld 
be with folarized Q$(i,dlights 2 1]m konvyrsion period would be an expedite~ 11 i\ii 
representation of a nationwide conversion to polarized li htin • The 

Review of pretest traffic experience available from normal traffic 
surveys, accident reports, and especially developed studies and public 
interviews would be made to provide the base against which changes 
engendered by the incorporation of the new lighting system would be 

measured" 

Upon completion of the test, sufficient data would be available to 
determine the feasibility of the nationwide adoption of polarized lighting 

e 

with specific knowledge of all of the pertinent factors of cost, effectiveness, 
benefits and deficiencies, public acceptance, and operational characteristics 
in regular highway useo 
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II. TEST SITE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

A. Site Characteristics 

The aim of such a public test as has been discussed is that the results 
to be obtained will be representative of those to be obtained throughout the 
country with full scale adoption of polarization. In order that this may be 
expected, it will be necessary to identify and select those site and environ
mental characteristics which have major influence on the motorists' perfor
mance and insure that these are as nearly representative of the whole as 
possible. 

There is a primary requirement for isolation of the test area to avoid 
the continuous presence of unmodified headlight systems from uncontrolled 
influx of transient vehicles passing through the site. On the other hand, there 
is no technical reason wh vehicles from the test site with polarized head-
li hts cannot be o erated oq.tsi e t e tes e presence o ot er unmodified 

e necessary or commuter tra 1c. e ana yzer on the . 
mo 1 1e es s1te ve 1c e wou e 1ne ec ua 1n re uc1ng the glare from the 
other vehicles' headlights, but by the same token, the polarized headlights 
of the modified vehicle would present no different appearance to the drivers 
of the unmodified vehicles. One factor which is of concern in operating test 
site v~hicles outside the test area is the potential pilferage of polarizers 
from the headlights while these vehicles are parked and unattended, unless 
the polarizers are integrated with the headlamp lens. The novelty of these 
devices will make them particularly attractive to curious teenagers. 

Other essential features of terrain, environment, highway, and 
motorists must also be considered: 

{1) Road configuration; 

(2) Vehicle population by number, type, and age; 

(3) Traffic flow within and transiting site; 

(4) Terrain and topography; 

(5) Climate; 

(6) Driver population. 

(a) Mean and distribution as to sex, age, and driving 
experience. 

(b) Accident experience. 
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l. Road Net 

ran in 

norma 

2. Vehicles 

vehicles should be present in the test s1te. n uppe!r 1m1t must also be 
cons1ctered m order that costs for conversion kits may be kept within rea
sonable limits. It is considered that a vehicle population of less than about 
5, 000 will not provide adequate nighttime traffic levels to generate the volume 
of traffic situations and accidents needed to evaluate the proposed system, and, 
depending on the traffic characteristics of the area, even this may be too few 
vehicles on which to base the experiment. 

3. Traffic 

traffic levels should be sufficient to rovide a re re-

4. Topography 

A re resentative variety of terrain, topographic, and ecologic 
features should be roaas 

0 

5. Climate 

A full ran e of climatic and environmental factors havin 
influence on visibility should be provide rain, 

fog, smoke, dust, and snow. • 
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6. Drivers 

As nearly as possible, the distribution of the population of 
drivers in the test site should be representative of the national averages with 
respect to sex, age, driving exgenence, and rate of accident involvement. 
No adjustment can be made in this regard for a given site, of course, but, 
if a choice of sites is possible, this factor becomes of concern in the final 
selection. 

7. Accident Volume 

It may be difficult to delineate these effects this accurately, 
however, Table I illustrates the variability of accident statistics experiencec 
on several of the islands of Hawaii since 1961. It has not been determined 
that these are typical of all candidate sites, but they serve to illustrate the 
problem. 

TABLE I. ACCIDENT RATES PER 100 MILLION MOTOR VEHICLE MILES 

Hawaii Maui Kauai 

Year Rate o/o Change':' Rate o/o Change Rate o/o Chan o (' 
b 

1961 3 2 5. 1 22 8. 0 268. 0 

1962 312. 1 -3. 8 238.4 4. 6 297. 8 1 l. 2 

1963 311. 7 -3. 8 293.4 29. 0 294. 0 10. 0 

1964 3 79. 0 16. 5 2 3 7. 7 20. 0 3 72. 0 39. 0 

1965 

1966 361. 0 1 1. 3 298. 0 30. 7 297. 0 11. 0 

1967 392. 0 21. 0 311. 0 3 7. 0 314. 0 l 7. 5 

':'o/o change from 19ol rates. 
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Thus, with year to year variations approaching as much as thirty 
percent in some cases and less than ten percent in others, it would seem to 
be essential that 

wou seem improbable that statistical accident reduction values alone, without 

such a detailed review of accident reports, could be relied upon to delineate 

accident causation factors even at much higher nighttime accident frequencico; 
than appears available in any of the sites studied. 

B. Preliminary Site Selection 

Consideration was given initially to the following locations (Table II) 

as possible sites for the public test. (5-ll) Most of these were quickly 

eliminated from further consideration because of insufficient traffic, exec o;

s1ve transient traffic, or an inadequate road net. 

In general, the prospective sites given consideration were islands 

s1nce any other areas would generally be accessible by numerous roads and 

would present essentially uncontrollable problems with transient vehicles. 

If an island is accessible by bridge to the adjacent mainland are<i, it will 
still, in most cases, also be unsatisfactory by reason of excessive transient 

traffic. 

Twelve sites (Table III) have been selected for detailed evaluation. 

These are isolated islands with vehicle access from the mainland by ferry 

or seagoing ship. 

Further narrowing of this list of prospective sites may be made on 

the basis of a review of more detailed study of their characteristics. 

l. Dukes Island/Nantucket Island (Figure l) 

These islands have a large seasonal fluctuation with an increa:-;.' 

during the months of June through September of nearly eighty percent. Corn

muter travel indicative of increased sumrner population, varied in 1968 fron1 

Z, 400 in January to Z4, 000 in August, with not less than 15, 000 per month 

during the June through September period. Nonresident visitors bringing 

vehicles to the islands during this period averaged sorne 2, 600 per month, 

but most were one day visitors. However, many of these could stay into the 

after-dark hours and would require temporary headlight modification. The 

peak average on a monthly basis would be abDut 150 per day; however, this 

is probably more accurately expressed in term.s of five weekends at nine 

hundred vehicles with perhaps one-third remaining after dark. This would 
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Site 

Vinalhaven Island, Maine 

Conanicut Island, Rhode 
Island 

Prudence Island, Rhode 
Island 

Aquidneck Island, Rhode 
Island 

South Hero Island, Vermont 
(Lake Champlain) 

Martha's Vineyard 
(Dukes Island), Massachusetts 

Nantucket Island, Massachusetts 

Coinjack Island, North Carolina 

Beaufort Island, North Carolina 

Alaska 

Orcas Island, Washington 

San Juan Island, Washington 

San de Fuca Island, Washington 

Vashon Island, Washington 

TABLE H 

Comments 

Ferry (2 points), vehicle population too 
small, insufficient road variety 

Bridge connection, excessive transient 
vehicles 

Ferry, insufficient vehicle population 
and roads 

Bridge connection 

Bridge connection 

Ferry (2 points), good road net, 
acceptable vehicle population 

Ferry, good road net, acceptable vehicle 
population 

Bridge connection, insufficient roads 
and vehicles 

Bridge connection, too small 

Although isolated and having an extensive 
road system, nighttime traffic outside 
urban areas is not extensive and generally 
atypical of normal nighttime traffic in the 
mainland US. 

Ferry, good road net, small vehicle 
population, highly variable between 
winter and summer traffic 

Ferry, good road net, small vehicle 
population, highly variable between 
winter and summer traffic 

Bridge connection with large transient 
traffic, otherwise adequate 

Ferry (2 points), ,iOOd road neJi, smau. 

vehicle population, hi~h 5-o.zu:ruatsr.,. 
population 
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TABLE 1
' :cont'd) 

Site Comments 

Sturgeon Bay Island, Wisconsin 
(Lake Michigan) 1 

Bass Islands (Lake Erie) 

Prince of Wales Island, Alaska 

Catalina Island, California 

Hawaii, Hawaii 

Maui, Hawaii 
- aa .. ec-

Molokai, Hawaii 

Kauai, Hawaii . ]• .... 

St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 

St. Croix, Virgin Islands 

Prince Edward Island, 
Canada 

Bridge connection, small traffic volume, 
highly variable between summer and 
winter 

Ferry, small vehicle population, 
insufficient roads 

Boat, insufficient roads and traffic 

Ferry (passenger only), insufficient 
traffic 

Boat, relatively small vehicle population, 
good road net, limited weather 

Boat, large vehicle pooulation
1 

fair road 
.. _ - • • tn&Ja 

net, limited weather . -
Boat, good vehicle population, extensive 

but obsolete road net, limited weather, 
atypical traffic characteristics 

Boat, good vehicle population, large 
but obsolete roads, limited weather, 
atypical traffic characteristics 

Ferry (Z lloints ), excellent road nei.z, 
large ve icle population 
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Site 

Dukes Island(4 ) 

Nantucket Island (4 ) 

Orcas Island(5 ) 

San Juan Island(S) 

Vashon Island(5, 6) 

Hawaii( 7 , 8 ) 

Maui( 7 , 8 ) 

Molokai( 7 , 8 ) 

Kauai( 7 , 8 • 9) 

St. Thomas(lO) 

St. Croix{lO) 

Prince Edward Is. {ll, 12 ) 

(a) 1967 

{b) 1965 {year around residents) 
(c) Dusk to dawn 1967 
{d) 

(e) 
Registered voters 1968 
1967 - All accidents 

r ABLE .L.t SJTE ft{AFFTC CHARACTER1STJCS 

Road Mileage 
Four-lane Two-lane Vehicles 

80 5, 565(a) 

60 3, 636(a) 

45 2, 76s(a) 

50 2, 765(a) 

50 NA 

NA l' 338 31, 832(a) 

61 {f), 37(g) 405(h) 24, 593(a) 

22 (f) 59(h) 2, 247(a) 

299 15, 568(a) 

94 9. ooo(i) 

202 8, 7oo(i) 

3, 3 71 36, 844(a) 

{f) Federal Aid Primary - rural 
(g) Federal Aid Primary - urban 
{h) 

(i) 

{j) 

Federal Aid Secondary and local 

1968 
More than 100 villages 

Urban Areas/ 
Population Veh MiX 10- 8 

3/5, 948{b) 

3/3, 7l4{b) 

7 /734(d) 

3/ l06{d) 

15/5,900 

4/61, 9Z5{a) 2.64 

4/38, e:;oo(a) l. 93 

l/5, 850(a) l. 93 

2/27, llO(a) l. 23 

l/3l/076(i) 1.3 

2/27, 645(i) 

3(j) I 103, ooo(a) 

Accid<'nts 
Max ADT Fatal/_Jnj/PD 

l, 387(c) 

sss(c) 

NA 0/12/3/total(a) 

NA 

13, <:no(a) 12/477 I 543(e) 
4/l96/l86(c) 

18, 64o(a) l4/350/238{e) 

2, 750(a) 8/123/81 (c) 

ll, 580 6/149/231 {e) 

3/65/ loo(c) 

NA 5/346/l, 895(i) 

NA l4/43l/64z(i) 

27/45H/l, 346(e) 
l5/220/777(c) 
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entail a formidable temporary modification load. The road net is not extensive 
nor representative of the nation as a whole. The weather would be generally 
representative of principal hazardous conditions. Accident statistics were 
not readily available but it is believed they would be inadequate to show the 
effect of elimination of headlight glare. 

2. Orcas Island 

The traffic here 1s comprised in large measure of passenger 
cars and recreational vehicles with practically no heavy trucks or commerci.:Ll 
vehicles. There is a major increase in semipermanent population and 
transient recreational visitors during summer months but comparatively 
small nighttime traffic, and, like San Juan Island, a relatively low accident 
rate. 

3. San Juan Island 

San Juan Island 1s similar to Orcas Island; however, the town 
of Friday Harbor provides some increase in night traffic. The average daily 
traffic (ADT) for the connecting ferry to Anacortes (Bellingham and Seattle) 
of 343 for both San Juan and Orcas Islands is largely daytime commuter 
traffic, and, although hourly rates were unobtainable, respondents indicated 
that this represented relatively few transients who would be on the islands 
during the hours of darknesso The permanent population is relatively small, 
however. 

4. Vashon Island (Figure 2) 

There is a greater percentage of year -round permanent residents 
here than on San Juan or Orcas Islands. But, again, there is little after 

dark traffic, particular,~:.:; aftpt?:Jl(~.,l~:JU,.,fer_riri lli~¥-. at about 2.;,20 P. M.
1 

The 
ADT for the connecting ferries at each end £LJ~~!!8 ... ~~ 

To Southworth (Bremerton) - 82 ______ n.._.,._,...,.,.,. __ _,_..J:J'!II'l'~~-

To Fauntleroy (Seattle) - l' 5 87 

To Pt. Defiance (Tacoma) 299 

ln 

permanent vehicle 
tr m ••n•••-•• a 

ll 
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FIGURE 2. VASHON ISLAND, 
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5, Hawaii (Fi&ure 3J 

The largyst gf tbsg islandi in Us!ii S1fitS ~£ ~iUXaHr it ba,s a l\ldl2iil
road net but little urban area, exce tin Hilo in which 26 0 I 

the highways ft ~i~ht and the rp.ilitary would i;robably. be qui~1e am~nabl1~_!o 
-e;tici£ation \n.:J:~..,t;.~ Ji~ogram, i£J1r.9;eerl~ a£Jiroache2~,._Ilw Ji.HHI Ai:vll~k~-

o ulation is a disadvantage from the stand oint of cost of modification, but 
the reater acci ent ex er1ence wou assure more re 1a e 

e fects of the headli&ht chang,~. It also.has liP :=:nv;ironmeptal 1sadv'llitafije..._ 
zc 

common to all the tropical islands, of having no U.S. typical winter weather. 

6. Maui (F~ure 4) 

With a vehicle population of almost 25 000 and several distinct 
t Traffic vofume 

tlme 

7. Molokai 

This area has too few vehicles, urban areas, and accidents to 
provide a representative experiment. 

8. Kauai 

9. St. Thomas, St. Croix 

These islands of the Virgin Islands group have reasonably large 
vehicle populations and urban/ rural road nets of two -lane configuration. There 
are some major, atypical characteristics of the road net and traffic in the 
Virgin Islands which may seriously influence the results of a public test at 
this site. The 11left·hand 11 rule of driving is used, but virtually the entire 
vehicle population is left-hand drive, including the headlights, which are thus 
deflected downward but toward oncoming drivers when switching from high 

to low beams. The roads are almost entirely two-lane, largely under twenty 

13 
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feet in width, with sharp curves, grades to fifteen percent or more, and short 

sight distances both vertically and horizontally. On St. Croix, sixty-three 
percent of the roads have shoulders of one foot or less and ninety-six percent 
three feet or less. On SL Thomas, these proportions are thirty-five percent 
and eight-two percenL Highway marking and signing are heterogeneous non
standard, and generally nonreflectorized, and hazardous obstacles and road 
conditions abound. Fatalities per 100 MVM are 2. 7 times the U.S. average, 
14.6 (l968~V. I.) vs 5, 5 (1967-U. S. ), respectively. There was a transient 
population of 813,000 in 1968; however, very few of these people brought in 
their own transportation and over fifty percent stayed only one day or less. 
These islands also share the climatic disadvantage of the Hawaiian Islands 

of not providing representative winter weather. 

l 0. Prince Ed~fi.rd Island ~Figure 5) -·· 
This site resents a combination of sizeable urban areas, villages, 

and rural roads tos:ether with a variet~ of terrain an a· verse· c iinatlc con.::. 
iii UAI- -- --A&J& iUJbCA&• ££lDBlY!Ilfl!!li!Xt&Ji£2& id£8£ !4t&.-e:5 ltl¥W&Ul£ ~!l!'tZAJt$ L!AJti&illt 
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IlL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that the rev1ew of the preceding information has 
reduced the list of areas to be considered as test sites to the minimum that 
can be achieved without an on-the-spot survey. 

Those sites which must be evaluated b on-the-s ot reviews of their 

(2) 

(3) 

of traffic criteria for final 

ocatlon are: 
I fF 

Vashon Island, ~:ifbinatQp 

Hawaii, Maui or Kauai, Hawaii, and 

Prince Edward Island, Canada . 
••• 

In the case of Prince Edward Island, coordination with the Canadian 
Government, in addition to that which has already been accomplished with 
the Engineering Institute of Canada, would be essential before any further 
evaluation should be considered. 

From prior work in this program(3), Phase V, "Preliminary Cost
Benefit Study of Headlight Glare Reduction, 1

; the retail cost for producing 
and installing a polarization kit on a privately owned, existing vehicle was 
estimated to vary from $26. 00 to $45. 00, in large volume production, 
depending on the type of modification required. Although the volume 
required for this test would not be comparable, it is sufficiently high that, 
for government procurement and installation, costs should probably fall 
below those values. For purposes of the test, it is assumed that all four 
of the headlamp variations outlined in the previous study would be utilized. 
These include standard and high intensity, two-lamp and four-lamp, head
light systems, with manually and automatically operated visors and 
spectacles being provided as analyzers, 
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